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Abstract  Confucianist of the Han Dynasty took the crying together of male and female ospreys in the the song 
“Fair, cry the ospreys” of the Book of Songs or Poetry (Shijing)as the harmonious relations of husband and wife. 
From Kongying of the Tang dynasty to Zhuxi of the Northern Song dynasty, as well as notes and commentaries of 
the Book of Songs or Poetry (Shijing) up to now, all have followed such an explanation. As a matter of fact, such an 
explanation is a wrong. What should be pointed out is: The moral of the line “"Fair, fair," cry the ospreys on the 
island in the river.”is not singing praise of the virtues of the girl to “attract the male’s attention”, nor does it mean the 
beautiful singing of the ospreys and the Spring aroma have aroused the romantic feelings of the girl and the 
gentleman. On the contrary, it is the picture of ospreys catching and enjoying fish in the river that aroused the 
gentleman’s desire to court the girl. On the basis of this understanding we can see that, in explaining the Book of 
Songs or Poetry (Shijing), later generations have demonstrated a romantic aesthetic inclination. 
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Résumé  Les intellectuels des Hans ont interprété le cri d’un couple d’orfraies dans Les Orfraies, Le Livre des 
odes  comme la bonne entente d’un couple. Kong Yinda, Zhu Xi, et la plupart des commentataires d’aujourd’hui ont 
tous adopté cette interprétation. Mais c’est un malentendu. « Guan ! Guan ! crient les orfraies,  sur l’île de la 
rivière », cette première ligne ne chante pas la vertu de la femme de l’empereur Wen de la dynastie des Zhous, ni 
signifie que le chant des orfraies et l’atmosphère du printemps excitent la belle fille et le gentleman, mais que 
l’image des orfraies qui mangent les poissons soulève le désir du gentleman de chercher son épouse. D’où on peut 
constater que les commentataires ont manifesté une tendance esthétique romantiste en commentant Le Livre des 
odes. 
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娶妻的隱語。如：《陳風·衡門》雲：    
豈其食魚，必河之魴？豈其取妻，必齊之薑？           



















是浪漫主義。簡單的說，現實主義是 A 反映成 A，
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